
Model & Portfolio Name
Date report generated

Portfolio Properties taken 
from your Portfolio Settings

Cumulative Return charts of 
securities in Q1 and Q5

Top ten Ranked stocks in 
your entire Stock Universe

Bottom ten Ranked stocks 
in your entire Stock 
Universe

Ten stocks in your Stock 
Universe that had the 
largest downward 
(negative) change in rank

Ten stocks in your Stock 
Universe that had the 
largest upward (positive) 
change in rank

Link to the model and its 
rankings page

Cumulative portfolio return 
since inception

Portfolio performance 
statistics:
Short-term and Long-term 
performance of the Overall 
Portfolio and of its Q1 and 
Q5 ranked securities

Portfolio rebalance date -
date at which new rankings 
are generated

Excess Return: average 
excess return of all stocks in 
the portfolio stratified by 
star rating across multiple 
periods.

Percentage of times that 
the stocks in particular star 
rating buckets across 
multiple time periods had a 
positive excess return.



Stock Name & Ticker
Model & Portfolio Name, Sector
Stock Star Rating

Plot of Star rating at each 
rebalance for selected date 
range for this security

Excess Return: average excess 
return of all stocks in the 
portfolio stratified by star rating 
across multiple periods.

Percentage of times that the 
stocks in particular star rating 
buckets across multiple time 
periods had a positive excess 
return.

Variables (drivers) with largest 
change in Data Percentile, 
ranked from highest negative 
to highest positive change. 
Showcases how importance of 
model variables changed at 
rebalance date from 
perspective of its Data 
Percentile ranking.

Variables (drivers) with largest 
change in Explain Score, 
ranked from highest negative to 
highest postitive change. 
Showcases how importance of 
model variables changed at 
rebalance date from Explain 
Score perspective.

Link to the source model

Stock rankings and change, 
star rating and explain score at 
last portfolio rebalance

Secuirty price history for 
selected date range

Showcases where the ranking 
of factors affecting the stock 
falls on quantile basis (Q1 to 
Q5)

Top 5 Positive & Negative 
drivers together with their 
Variation and Dispersion 
metrics:
- Variation compares the stock 
with the others in its quantile 
and showcases how far from 
the bucket mean the value is
- Dispersion is the standard 
deviation of the explain scores 
of the stocks in the quantile 
bucket

Date Options
Start / End Data: Range of 
period covered by one-pager
Rebalance Date: Date to use for 
rankings and related features
Delta Date: Date for Percentile 
and Explain score comparison 
charts


